Fontanus Publications

The Fontanus Monograph Series
and the annual journal Fontanus,
published by the McGill University Libraries,
are devoted to the exploration
and presentation of the collections of the
McGill University libraries, museums
and archives.

General Editor: Hans Möller
Associate Editor: Richard Virr

FONTANUS PUBLICATIONS

Fontanus (journal)
v. 1 1988
v. 2 1989
v. 3 1990
v. 4 1991
v. 5 1992 Montreal 350th Anniversary Issue
v. 6 1993 Redpath Issue
v. 7 1994 Stephen Leacock Issue
v. 8 1995

Fontanus Monograph Series
I  Adam Gacek, Arabic Manuscripts in the Libraries of McGill University, Union Catalogue 1991
II Calvin Evans, Søren Kierkegaard Bibliographies: Remnants 1944-1980 and
   Multi-Media, 1925-1991 1993
III Barbara Lawson, Collected Curios: Missionary Tales from the South Seas 1994
IV John Hobbins, On the Edge of Greatness: The Diaries of John Humphrey,
V Max Dunbar, Essays from a Life: Scotland, Canada, Greenland, Denmark 1995
VI Alberto Pérez-Gómez and Louise Pelletier, Anamorphosis: An Annotated Bibliography 1995

Orders may be placed at:

McGill-Queen’s University Press
3430 McTavish Street
Montreal, Quebec H3A 1X9
Canada
Tel: (514) 398-3750 · Fax: (514) 398-4333
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